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Abstract

Politicians in�uence the allocation of �nance directly, via state banks,
or indirectly by regulatory choices.

We show that when public accountability and legality are low, politi-
cians prefer direct control to extract bribes. This entails legal risks, so
high levels of legality induce private bank ownership, under which politi-
cians are legally lobbied for favourable regulation. For intermediate levels
of accountability politicians allow private banks to be captured, resulting
in connected lending. Accountability increases access to �nance, which
endogenously increases connected lending. Bank failures have political
costs, so politicians ultimately switch to competitive banking when ac-
countability is high. A distinctive result is that �nancial instability can
be largest for intermediate levels of political accountability. We provide
suggestive empirical support on bank ownership structure, disclosure re-
quirements and banking crises.
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1 Introduction

Politicians may in�uence the allocation of �nance directly, via control over banks

or by extending �nancial guarantees. Recent empirical work shows that state

banks o¤er preferential access to connected �rms (Sapienza, 2004; Khwaja and

Mian, 2005; Claessens, Feijen and Laeven, 2006; Faccio, 2006). When banks are

privately owned, political choices on �nancial regulation are shaped by inter-

est groups, limiting access to �nance (Kroszner and Strahan, 1999; Rajan and

Zingales, 2003; Perotti and Volpin, 2007). Established interests may pursue

weak investor protection or bank competition, in order to allow tunnelling or to

undermine access to �nance by newcomers.

Bribing to gain access to state bank lending is constrained by legal institu-

tions such as an independent judiciary (La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes and Shleifer,

2006). Lobbying by special interests, in itself a legal activity, is constrained by

formal accountability mechanisms such as elections, and informal ones such as

scrutiny by the media (Besley, Burgess and Prat, 2006).1 Recent evidence indi-

cates that �nancial access and competition is more limited when citizens have

fewer democratic rights (Benmelech and Moskowitz, 2007), less access to infor-

mation (Perotti and Volpin, 2007) and when wealth is more unevenly distrib-

uted (Rajan and Ramcharan, 2007). Regulatory capture is more severe when a

small elite enjoys limited competition (Engerman and Sokolo¤, 2002; Acemoglu,

Johnson and Mitton, 2007).

This paper seeks a general framework to interpret this evidence. We model

banks� regulatory and ownership structure as a political choice taken under

in�uence of interest groups seeking preferential access to �nance.2 We adopt

the distinction between illegal bribing, aimed at de facto exhonerating someone

from a rule and legal lobbying, aimed at changing a rule a¤ecting all. Under

this classi�cation strong legal institutions restrain the executive from breaking

the law, while public accountability o¤ers public scrutiny on regulatory choices

which favour special interests.

1Legality measures the ability of the legal system to scrutinize illegal activities by politicians
and bureaucrats. Public accountability is de�ned as the degree of alignment of politicians�
preferences with the public.

2 Interest groups are endogenously generated coalitions of citizens aiming to bribe or lobby
politicians.
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We show that politicians capture more rents when they retain discretion in

allocating loans (state control) or assigning bank control to an interest group

(captured banking) than when they are lobbied over regulation (competitive

banking). The intuition is that either option enables them to favour any citi-

zen, independent of wealth, thus creating maximum competition among interest

groups. In contrast, lobbying over regulation favours the coalition of richer cit-

izens. The reason is that all (poorer) coalitions need better regulation than the

rich coalition, which therefore can free ride on any competing o¤er. As a result

of weaker competition for the rich coalition, political rents under competitive

�nancing are more modest.

An intuitive result is that for given bank ownership access to �nance in-

creases with public accountability. More speci�c outcomes are that politicians

choose direct state control under low accountability and weak legality, enabling

them to obtain large bribes. As bribes involve some legal risks, politicians in

countries with su¢ ciently strong legality shift to private bank ownership. This

allows politicians to bene�t from legal lobbying by special interests without

being subject to legal risks.

For intermediate levels of accountability, lobbying induces a highly captured

control of banks and connected lending. Because owners fail to internalise the

full e¤ects of bank default, captured banking is accompanied by low collateral

and high bank default. Higher accountability induces broader access to �nance

and lower �rm pro�ts, and therefore leads to greater connected lending and

default risk (bank owners have less to lose). As banking crises have political

costs, politicians opt for competitive banking without insider control when ac-

countability is high. This o¤ers �nancial stability but generates lower political

rents.3 Ultimately, access to �nance, bank control and instability all depend on

public accountability and legality.

Interestingly, the model can account for higher incidence of banking crises

in countries with intermediate public accountability. Anecdotically, larger crises

3To the extent that greater accountability supports capital accumulation, our analysis has
similar empirical implications as in Harstad and Svensson (2006). In their analysis of private
agents�preferences for bribing versus lobbying, lobbying is preferred once enough capital has
been invested.
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seem to occur in middle income countries, often where the role of the state has

been reduced by a process of liberalisation and privatisation. Our approach

suggests that reforms reducing the direct role of the state occur deliberately

at an institutional stage when regulatory institutions are still quite vulnera-

ble to capture by special interests. Indeed, existing evidence suggests that �-

nancial instability is not correlated with formal measures of tight regulations

(Barth, Caprio and Levine, 2005). Volatility following liberalisation is distinc-

tively worse in countries with worse political institutions (Bekaert, Harvey and

Lundblad, 2006). Major banking crises, such as in Chile (1981), Mexico (1994),

Russia (1998) and Asia (1997) have been deepened by massive default on con-

nected lending by private banks (Perotti 2002; Claessens, Djankov and Klapper,

2003; Gomberg and Maurer, 2005).

The paper proceeds as follows. In section 2 we review related literature, in

sections 3 and 4 we set up and solve the basic model without funneling and bank

default, both of which we add in section 5. In section 6 we present additional

evidence for the predictions of the model and in section 7 we conclude.

2 Related literature and evidence

Grossman and Helpman (1994) model lobbying by interest groups to in�uence

politicians�trade policy. Mitra (1999) endogenises the creation of interest groups

with industry-speci�c preferences. In both these models the composition of

interest groups is exogenous. Perotti and Volpin (2007) endogenise the size

of the winning interest group in a sequential lobbying context on entry. The

size of the winning lobby balances larger rents created by limiting entry versus

higher political contributions. This paper extends their framework in two ways.

Firstly, the politicians choose the framework under which lobbying takes place,

adopting the sharp distinction between illegal bribing and legal lobbying, as in

Harstad and Svensson (2006) and Alesina and Tabellini (2007), although we do

not distinguish between bureaucrats and legislators. In particular, state control

grants politicians more bargaining power with interest groups, as no group has

a strategic advantage in the lobbying game. Second, politicians decide on a
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multidimensional regulatory framework, covering creditor protection but also

related lending and funneling. As a result, while the �rst choice a¤ects the

access to �nance, the second a¤ects the risk of bank default.

Our empirical implications are as follows: while private ownership of banks

increases with public accountability, banks are more likely to be captured by

insiders at lower levels of accountability. Moreover, state banks are more likely

when legality is low. Given bank ownership, higher public accountability is

associated with broader access to �nance. Finally, funneling and bank default

risk can be highest at intermediate levels of public accountability, when the

shift to liberalisation and bank privatisation occurs. The transition from state

to private banking is likely to be accompanied by bank defaults due to funneling,

especially when legality (judicial power and independence) is low.

The evidence indicates that state ownership of banks generates an ine¢ cient

�nancial allocation (LLS 2002) favouring politically connected �rms (Sapienza

2004; Khwaja and Mian 2005; Claessens, Feijen and Laeven 2007). Favoured

�rms receive larger loans and pay comparable interest rates as comparable un-

connected �rms, even though they are less likely to repay (Khwaja and Mian,

2005; Faccio, 2006).

Secondly, state ownership of banks is lower in countries with more account-

able political systems and better rule of law (LLS, 2002; Bortolotti, Fantini and

Siniscalco, 2003; Barth, Caprio and Levine, 2005). Higher legality, measured

by the tenure and power of judges, is also correlated with private ownership of

banks (La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, Pop-Eleches and Shleifer, 2004).4

Thirdly, public accountability is associated with less restricted entry into

banking and less constrained access to �nance (Barth, Caprio and Levine, 2005;

Perotti and Volpin, 2007).5 As such, both a stable democracy and free and

widely accessible media stimulate �nancial development and entry (Rajan and

Zingales, 2003; Bordo and Rousseau, 2006; Perotti and Volpin, 2007). More

corrupt countries also exhibit higher entry costs (Djankov, La Porta, Lopez-

4Common law countries on average have better investor protection and more judicial in-
dependence (LLSV, 1998; LLS, 2007).

5Public accountability is higher with a well-informed electorate and free and regular elec-
tions (Adserà, Boix and Payne, 2003). Research on Brazil shows that the possibility of re-
election and the availability of a local judge and local media increase public accountability
(Ferraz and Finan, 2007).
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de-Silanes and Shleifer, 2002) and lower entry (Klapper, Laeven and Rajan,

2006). Even across the United States, historical �nancial regulation supporting

entry has been associated with stronger political and su¤rage rights (Benm-

elech and Moskowitz, 2007) and less concentrated land ownership (Rajan and

Ramcharan, 2007). Moreover, a more e¢ cient, independent and trusted legal

system increases growth of small �rms by enhancing their access to �nance

(Beck, Demirgüç-Kunt, Laeven and Levine, 2007).

A distinctive contribution is to explain how political institutions seem to

a¤ect �nancial stability, even after controlling for policy choices (Acemoglu,

Johnson, Robinson and Thaicharoen, 2003). Bank privatisation has often lead

to more �nancial instability and banking crises, especially when bank control has

been restricted to in�uential domestic buyers. In general, more restricted access

to the banking sector and concentrated ownership of banks compromise stability

(Barth, Caprio and Levine, 2005; Laeven and Levine, 2006). In Russia, Mex-

ico and Korea private control over the banking system was established without

strengthening the legal and regulatory framework (De Luna-Martinez, 2000).

The Mexican government tolerated shockingly high rates of non-repayment of

loans in privatised banks (Gomberg and Maurer, 2005), leading to massive losses

largely due to related lending. During the 1997-1998 East Asian crisis, �nancial

institutions connected to industrial groups or in�uential families continued lend-

ing to �rms that were unlikely to repay (Claessens, Djankov and Klapper, 2003)

and were subsequently more likely to default (Bongini, Claessens and Ferri,

2001). Other work shows that liberalisation is more likely to be followed by

banking crises in countries exhibiting poor transparency and corruption (Mehrez

and Kaufman, 2000), and weak regulatory institutions (Demirgüç-Kunt and De-

tragiache, 1999). Boom-bust cycles tend to succeed �nancial liberalisation, es-

pecially in countries with poor law and order (Kaminsky and Schmuckler, 2003).

Interestingly, as predicted by the model there is no signi�cant role of state banks

in banking crises (Barth, Caprio and Levine, 2005).
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3 The basic model

3.1 Preferences and production

A single politician chooses bank ownership and regulation under the in�uence

of interest groups.6 A unit mass of agents indexed by i di¤er by wealth wi,

which is uniformly distributed on the interval [0; I). Any agent can start a

�rm that produces a single unit of �nal good by investing I, so that agent i

needs external �nance of I � wi to start a �rm. We denote the endogenous
share of entrepreneurs who raise I by n, while the remaining 1�n citizens only
consume their disposable income !. We assume bank debt is the sole source of

external �nance, so the allocation of loans determines both the number and the

identity of entrants. Although capital available for lending may be endogenous

to political or legal institutions we assume that banks can raise any amount of

capital at zero interest.

In the basic model, the politician may initially choose state (S) or private

(P ) ownership of banks. In the �rst case, the politician assigns loans directly, in

the second case bank managers lend at arm�s length under perfect competition.

Later, in an extension, we consider the case of captured private bank ownership,

when the politician is lobbied to grant control over lending to a group of owners.

In this context banks never goes bankrupt.

Agents consume both numeraire and �nal goods, and have utility from con-

sumption

E [Ui] = ki + aci �
1

2
c2i (1)

where ki and ci are respectively the consumption of the numeraire and �nal

good.7 Here a is a measure of the strength of demand. We assume that a > I

such that entry is valuable. Individual income equals a constant endowment !

plus any �rm pro�ts �e (n) ; which depend on entry n.8 The aggregate amount

spent on the numeraire good is thus ki = ! + n�e (n) � cip (n), where p (n)
6One might be concerned that �nancial rules are drafted by unaccountable regulators, even

in the most democratic countries. However, Barth, Caprio and Levine (2005) argue that those
regulators are not setting rules independently. They will abuse powers bestowed upon them
unless kept in line by (accountable) politicians.

7This utility function is widely used in the literature as it greatly simpli�es the analysis.
Krugman (1992) derives it in a political economy model in a general equilibrium framework.

8The individual income ! can not be used to start a �rm, for example because it is received
after �rm creation.
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denotes the price of the �nal good. We assume that disposable income is high

enough to pay for the desired consumption of the �nal goods, which requires

! � 1
4a
2.

Social welfare equals the total utility of consumption, de�ned as

s (n) =
iX
Ui + r (n) (2)

where r (n) are the contributions paid to the politician by entrepreneurs.9

3.2 The political game

The politician�s utility is a weighted average of welfare (with weight �) and

political contributions (with weight 1��) minus any legal cost. The parameter
� 2 [0; 1] measures public accountability, as it scales up the political cost of
opportunistic decisions which reduce social welfare. It is increasing in the ability

of citizens to identify and challenge bad policies, for instance by reducing the

chance of re-election. When there are no legal costs, namely under P , the

politician maximises

Up (n) = �s (n) + (1� �) r (n) (3)

In the case of state ownership S, allocating loans to a coalition in exchange

for a bribe also creates a legal risk of detection with associated legal risks. The

chance of detection and punishment is scaled by � 2 [0; 1] which denotes the
strength of legal institutions which challenge illegal behaviour of politicians. We

will refer to � as a measure of legality.

We assume that the chance of detection and punishment increases in ac-

countability and legality. In conclusion, let �� be the chance that the corrupt

politician is exposed and sanctioned, in which case its payo¤ is zero. So under

S the politician maximises10

Up (n) = (1� ��) [�s (n) + (1� �) r (n)] (4)

9This social welfare function is free of distributional concerns and simply sums the utility
of consumption of all agents, including the politician.
10Losses due to incurred legal punishment are not included in the de�nition of social welfare.
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Our foundation for the reduced form legal costs �� is as follows. Account-

ability incorporates citizens�ability to both gather objective information about

policies and sanction politicians taking welfare-reducing decisions. Legality �

is a measure of judicial independence and competence. Higher accountability �

increases the likelihood that bribes are exposed in the �rst place while higher

legality � increases the chance of e¤ective enforcement.

Politicians are lobbied by groups of agents seeking preferential access to

credit. The politician accepts the political contributions from a single coalition

in exchange for favouring its members in the �nancial allocation. The coali-

tions are created by identical lobbyists entering sequentially. Lobbyists charge

a fraction of the net rents captured by the coalition members. For simplicity,

we assume this fraction is in�nitesimal, so that it does not a¤ect entrepreneurial

payo¤s.

We now describe the in�uence activities under state banking S and private

banking P . Under S; the politician is asked to grant credit exclusively to the

coalition members, in exchange for a bribe. Bribing is illegal, as it favours some

individuals without following a general principle or rule. In contrast, under P

the politician sets regulation on providing �nance under lobbying. Speci�cally,

the politician sets the level of investor protection � 2 [0; 1] ; which parametrises
the ability of �rms to credibly commit to repay a loan of size L. If investor

protection is set at �, the maximum enforceable repayment is �L. As entry

requires an investment of I, only agents with wealth wi � (1� �) I can become
entrepreneur. So the choice of � translates into a unique level of entry n. Thus

the politician chooses the level of entry under both S and P , in the �rst case by

directly choosing the set of entrants, in the second by setting investor protection.

The crucial di¤erence is that the politician can freely choose the identity of

entrants under S, while under P the set of entrants for a given � depends

on individual wealth wi. The characteristics of state and private banking are

summarised in Table 1.

Table 1: Characteristics of the three governance structures
Governance structure Political rents Lending
State banks (S) Illegal bribing State banker
Private banks (P ) Lobbying Private banker
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Under both S and P , each lobbyist j forms a coalition of citizens Qj of

size nj and o¤ers the politician contributions r (nj) in return for entry nj by

the coalition�s members.11 They maximise the expected sum of pro�ts of their

coalition�s members12

�j =

8<: nj�e (nj) if the o¤er by group j is accepted

0 otherwise
(5)

We assume that each lobbyist j can commit to paying r (nj) after the politi-

cian has delivered the agreed upon policy.13

An agent i who has external �nance of I � wi becomes an entrepreneur e,
sells its unit output on the �nal goods market and has pro�ts of

�e (nw) =

8<: p (nw)� I � r(n)
nw

if e 2 nw

0 if e 62 nw
(6)

where r(n)
nw

are the political contributions paid per entrepreneur in a winning

coalition nw.

We de�ne m as the entry level for which �e (m) = 0. As �rms are created as

long as they have positive net value, under a > I, any amount of entry n < m

is pro�table.

3.3 Timeline

At t = 0 the politician chooses the structure of the �nancial system, either state

bank ownership S or private ownership of banks P .14

At t = 1 lobbyists sequentially form coalitions, until there are no further

gains to organise a group. Each citizen is represented by at most one lobbyist.

11We refer to coalition representatives as lobbyists whether they lobby or bribe the politician.
12Our model allows for competing interest groups whereas Grossman and Helpman (1994),

Mitra (1999) and Perotti and Volpin (2007) have a single lobbyist representing entrepreneurs
(in a given industry).
13We abstract from coordination problems by assuming that the lobbyist can force each

coalition member to pay an equal share of the contributions. Lobbyists enter until there is no
further gain in forming a new coalition.
14 In the extended model in section 3, the politician also chooses between an unregulated

banking sector U or a regulated system R.
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At t = 2 Under S coalitions seek to bribe the politician in exchange for

direct allocation of a loan. Under P , coalitions legally lobby for a favourable

set of rules. Formally, each lobbyist (proposer) make an irreversible o¤er to the

politician (responder) to set entry at equilibrium levels nS or �P in exchange for

respectively rS (nS) or rP (�P ). The politician chooses the o¤er that maximises

his utility, or simply implements the social optimum by allowing full entry m.

Citizens receiving �nance set up a �rm and produce one unit of �nal good.

At t = 3 the market for the �nal good is open and its price p (n) is deter-

mined. Consumers buy the �nal goods and political contributions are paid.

3.4 Group formation and o¤ers

Under both mechanisms S and P , lobbyists j 2 f1; 2; :::; Jg enter sequentially.
Each lobbyist j forms a di¤erent group (or coalition) containing a subset nj of

potential entrepreneurs, subject to �e � 0. New lobbyists form groups as long

as the group generates positive expected pro�ts, i.e. �j > 0. An equilibrium

coalition structure is Qj = (Q1; Q2; :::; QJ).

Every group j o¤ers political contributions rj (nj) � 0 in exchange for en-

try nj leading to the contingent entry structure N = (jQ1j ; jQ2j ; :::; jQJ j) =
(n1; n2; :::; nJ) and contribution structure R = (r1; r2; :::; rJ).

An equilibrium group formation and accompanying political contributions

(Q;R) must be individually rational

�j � 08j (7)

and incentive compatible

nj ; rj s.t. max
nj ;rj

�j jnk; rk8k 6= j (8)

The o¤er of group j is chosen by the politician if it is individually rational

(better than allowing free entry)

Up (nj) � Up (m) (9)
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and incentive compatible (better than the o¤er of any other group)15

Up (nj) > Up (nk)8k 6= j (10)

The equilibrium choice of entry and political contributions (nS ; rS) or (nP ; rP )

for S and P respectively satis�es (9) and (10) given (Q;R), which satis�es (7)

and (8).

4 Solving the basic model

We solve backwards from the product market equilibrium, the outcome of the

group formation process and accompanying o¤ers under both state and private

bank ownership (direct control and regulation), and �nally the initial political

choice between direct control and regulation of �nance.

4.1 Product market equilibrium

It is easy to compute that social welfare is s (n) = ! + n (m� n) + 1
2n

2 and

is maximised by allowing full entry n = m. Higher production leads to higher

per citizen consumption at a lower unit price, an e¤ect which outweights lower

�rm pro�ts. Entrepreneurs�income n (m� n) is maximised by limiting entry at
n = 1

2m. Politicians thus have to trade o¤ higher social welfare and potentially

higher private bene�ts.

4.2 State banking S

Under state ownership of banks, group lobbyists try to bribe the politician to

gain direct access to �nance for members of their group. When accepting a

bribe, the politician incurs legal costs.

Proposition 1 (a) All groups have an equal chance of getting external �nance.

(b) Lobbyists form groups equal size and may contain agents with any level

of wealth.
15For simplicity, we assume that the politician prefers the o¤er with the largest political

contributions in case two o¤ers result in equal utility. If two o¤ers are exactly equal the
politician randomly picks one.
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Proof. Loans of size I can be granted under S such that all citizens are potential

entrepreneurs.

We show in appendix A that

(i) the level of entry that maximises the politician�s utility is n = m
2�� .

(ii) lobbyists choose to o¤er (n j ; rj) : nj = m
2��8j 2 J .

(iii) the utility from opportunism OS = US � �s (m) is nonnegative for
� < ��. This threshold of legality determines when S is preferred over P and is

derived in proposition 5.16

As the politician�s and the lobbyists� individual rationality and incentive

compatibility constraints are satis�ed. Therefore the equilibrium level of entry

is

nS = nj =
m

2� � (11)

Given that all the groups�o¤ers are exactly equal, the politician randomly picks

one. Finally, we also show that @OS

@� � 0 and @OS

@� � 0.

Under state ownership of banks the politician can channel �nance indepen-

dent of the wealth of entrepreneurs. Because n � 1
2m, pro�ts of one group are

zero if another group wins. To maximise their chance of winning, all groups have

the same size Qj and o¤er the same pair (nj ; rj) to maximise Up. In equilibrium

all the di¤erent groups have an equal chance of winning.

It is easy to see that the higher public accountability �; the higher entry

nS (closer to the social optimum nS = m). The utility from opportunism

OS = US � �s (m), which is decreasing in both � and �.

4.3 Private banking P

Under private ownership of banks groups of citizens in�uence the politician�s

decision on investor protection �. Given �, only citizens with wealth wi �
(1� �) I can become entrepreneur. As I is uniformly distributed entry is �m.

16The utility from opportunism Op measures how much utility the politician derives from
being bribed or lobbied to serve special interests instead of implementing the social optimum.
This utility constitutes an a¢ ne transformation of Up in n.
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Proposition 2 (a) The �rst lobbyist always wins by forming a coalition of the

wealthiest citizens with size nP , chosen such that all other groups can be outbid.

(b) Each entering lobbyist seeks to attract the richest citizens not yet asso-

ciated with an established group. Citizens with comparable wealth end up in the

same group, because this reduces free-riding.

Proof. Proof. Suppose that the �rst lobby, or rich lobby, contains the Q1 most

wealthy entrepreneurs and o¤ers (n1; r1). The second lobby, or the counterlobby,

contains an optimal share of the remaining m � Q1 citizens and o¤ers (n2; r2)
with n2 = Q1 +Q2 (as it can not block entry for Q1).

From (10), the rich lobby needs to o¤er

r1 � r2 +
�

1� � [s (n2)� s (n1)] (12)

to outbid the counterlobby.

If equilibrium outcome nP = n1 _ nP = m, then �e2Q2 = 0. Therefore,

the counterlobby o¤ers all its potential pro�ts to the politician, i.e. r2 =

(n2 � n1) (m� n2). To maximise the RHS of (12), n2 = m+n1(1��)
2�� . Then,

maxn1 �Q1
as in (5) subject to (12) yields entry of

n1 = nP =
1 + (2� �) (1� �)
1 + 2 (2� �) (1� �)m (13)

To show that this is the equilibrium we prove in the appendix B that:

(i) the counterlobby is the biggest threat to the rich lobby:

Up (n2) � Up (m) and Up (n2) � Up (nj)8j > 2
By beating the counterlobby the IR-constraint in (9) and the IC-constraint

in (10) are satis�ed. Moreover, lobby groups j > 2 are �irrelevant�.

(ii) the rich lobby prefers to outbid the counterlobby instead of free-riding

on the counterlobby�s o¤er:

[�e2Q1
jnP = n1; r1 > 0] > [�e2Q1

jnP = n2; r1 = 0]
which is necessary for the IR-constraint in (8).

(iii) the IR-constraint in (7) is satis�ed:

[�e (nP = n1)] � 0
(iv) the utility from opportunism OP = UP ��s (m) is nonnegative, conform

(9) and @OP

@� < 0.
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In conclusion, under private ownership of banks the richest citizens join

forces in a coalition seeking the lowest investor protection, to block entry by their

poorer counterparts and ensure high pro�ts. Their lobbyist anticipates the best

countero¤er made by other lobby groups and chooses a coalition size (and thus

entry level) which allows him to outbid any countero¤er. Their advantage is that

they have access to �nance under the level of investor protection � requested by

any competing coalition (which has less wealthy members).

Also under P , higher accountability � aligns the politician�s preferences more

with social welfare such that entry nP increases in �. The politician�s utility

from opportunism OP decreases in �.

4.4 Comparing private and state ownership of banks

This section compares entry n and the politician�s utility Up under the two bank

governance systems S and P .

For � 2 [0; 1) we �nd that entry, or the size of the winning group, is lower
under state bank ownership S than under private bank ownership P . As a

result of lower entry, �rms�total revenues are higher under S. In principle the

politician prefers S to P , because larger discretion in allocating �nance under S

allows extraction of larger political rents. However, higher public accountability

� and/or legality � increases legal costs, and beyond some threshold induces a

shift to private banking. In all graphs dashed lines to S and solid lines refer to

P . Bold line segments are part of the equilibrium.

4.4.1 Politician�s utility

Ex ante, the politician chooses the governance system that results in the highest

excess utility Op = Up � �s (m).17

Proposition 3 The political rents appropriated by the politician are higher un-

der S than under P for � < 1.

17Again, Op is an a¢ ne transformation of Up because �s (m) is independent of n.
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Proof. For � < 1: r (nS) = nS (m� nS) > nP (m� nP ) > r (nP ). The �rst

inequality follows from 1
2m < nS < nP < m, � (2� �) < 1 for � 2 [0; 1). The

second inequality readily follows from part (ii) of Appendix B.

Proposition 4 Private ownership becomes more likely the higher public ac-

countability � and legality �.18

Proof. OS > OP , (1���)
(2��) � � >

(1��)4(2��)
[1+2(1��)(2��)]2

, � < 1
�

�
1� � (2� �)� (1��)4(2��)2

(2(��1)(��2)+1)2

�
= �� with @��

@� < 0.
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Figure 1a: Politician�s utility in the basic model for � = 2
3

For low public accountability � and legality � the politician prefers state

banks. Greater � and � raise legal costs until a threshold after which politicians

prefer to be legally lobbied and prefer private banking.

4.4.2 Entry

Proposition 5 Entry is lower under state than under private ownership of

banks for � 2 [0; 1).
18Graphing OS and OP divided by constant m2 for � = 2

3
results in �gure 1a.
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Proof. See proof of proposition 4.
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Figure 1b: Entry in the basic model for � = 2
3

Depicting entry shares nS
m and nP

m as function of � for � = 2
3 yields �gure

1b. As shown before, entry n increases in � under both S and P . It lies between

nS =
1
2m for � = 0 where total �rm income is maximised, and nP = nS = m for

� = 1 where the social optimum is implemented. Because the rich lobby weakens

competition from other groups by increasing its size under P , the winning group

is larger and entry is higher under P than under S.

5 Funneling

In this section we extend our basic framework to include the possibility that

bank owner(s) funnel funds out of banks.

Next to choosing state banking, the politician can now opt for either captured

or widely-held private banks. Like the politician under state banking, private

owners of captured private banks have discretion over the allocation of �nance,

independent of the wealth of potential borrowers.
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In addition, the politician decides whether to tolerate or rule out funneling

of bank funds by bank owners. Funneling is modelled by � 2 [0; 1], which is the
share of total loans nI appropriated by the bank owners and thus not repaid.

The greater �, the greater the risk of bank default. Concretely, nature draws

" from a uniform distribution with support [0; 1]. If � > " banks default, such

that the probability of default is �.

Proposition 6 (a) restricting funneling in captured banks greatly reduces po-

litical rents.

(b) funneling in competitive widely-held banks leads to a high risk of bank

default.

(c) the politician allows funneling in captured banks and rules it out in widely-

held banks.

Proof. See appendix C.

Table 2: Characteristics of the three governance structures
Bank ownership Political rents Lending Funneling
State (S) Illegal bribing Full discretion of state banker Tolerated
Private captured (PC) Lobbying Full discretion of priv. banker Tolerated
Private widely-held (PW ) Lobbying Collateral-based by priv. banker Ruled out

The group formation process and the in�uence activities by special interests

follow the same procedure as in the basic model. Lobbyists�irreversable o¤ers

include entry n and political contributions r (n), but do not include the level of

funneling �. � is set when loans are granted, by the politician under S and by

private bank owners under PC. Under both S and PC; the bank assigns loans

or bank ownership directly to a coalition, allowing its members to start a �rm

independent of their initial wealth wi. As before, the legal risks arise for the

politician under S. Finally, we assume throughout this section that demand for

the �nal good is su¢ ciently strong, that is a > 2I. This guarantees that entry is

pro�table and is not mainly motivated by the prospects of potential funneling.

Concretely we alter the basic model as follows:

At t = 0 the politician now chooses between S, PC and PW .
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At t = 3 the politician sets funneling � under S while private bank owners

collectively choose � under PC. Under PW , � is zero.

At t = 4 nature draws " from a uniform distribution with support [0; 1].

If � > " banks default, such that the probability of default is �. When banks

default, both the bank owner and the politician have zero utility.

At t = 5 the market for the �nal good is open and its price p (n) is de-

termined. Consumers buy the �nal goods and political contributions are paid

(coincides with t = 3 in the basic model).

Next we derive the equilibrium under state banking S and private captured

banking PC. Thereafter, we compare utility, entry and funneling under S, PC

and PW .19

5.1 State banking S

Under S the politician chooses �S and gets optimal nS and r (nS) because of

competition between groups. However, the politician does incur legal costs.

Proposition 7 (a) As in the basic model, equally sized groups have an equal

chance of being �nanced.

(b) Funneling �S is nonincreasing public accountability �.

Proof. Because the politician is potentially fully funding any entrant, there is

�perfect competition�between the di¤erent interest groups. Therefore the proof

is analoguous to the basic model. We only need to incorporate funneling, by

changing Up from (4) to

Up (�; n) = (1� �) (1� ��) [�s (n) + (1� �) [r (n) + �nI]] (14)

We calculate �S = max
n
2(1��)I�m
3(1��)I ; 0

o
and nS = 2

3
m+(1��)I

2�� by maximising

(14) over � and n. In appendix D we show that @�s
@� < 0, @ns@� > 0. Note that

the utility from opportunistic behaviour OS satis�es @OS

@� � 0 and @OS

@� � 0.

As in the basic model entry nS increases over public accountability �. Fun-

neling �S falls with �, because the politician loses more upon bank default the
19PW is exactly the same as P in the basic model.
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higher �. When � is high enough, �S even falls to zero. The politician�s utility

from opportunistic behaviour OS decreases in � and legality �.

5.2 Private captured banking PC

Under PC the politician does not incur legal costs as direct bank control now

lies with a group of entrepreneurs. Because of competition between groups to

obtain this control, nPC and r (nPC) are maximising the politician�s utility. The

private bank owners are individually able to choose �PC .

Proposition 8 (a) As under S in the basic setup, equally sized groups have an

equal chance of being �nanced.

(b) Funneling �PC is increasing in nPC and public accountability �.

Proof. To �nd the level of funneling �PC we need to maximise the bank owners�

expected pro�ts �PC = nPC�e (nPC) over �.20 Because gaining control over

a private bank allows �nancing to any citizen independent of wealth, there is

strong competition between citizens (like under S in the basic model). Therefore

we maximise the politician�s utility Up (�; n) over n given �PC .

We have

�PC = (1� �)n [n (m� n) + �nI] (15)

and change Up from (3) to

Up (�; n) = (1� �) [�s (n) + (1� �) r (n)] (16)

Then we get �PC = nPC�m+I
2I = 1

6(2��)I [4 (2� �) I � 2 (1� �)m� �] and
nPC =

1
3(2��) [(4� �)m+ (2� �) I � �] with

� =
q�
4� 2� + �2

�
m2 + 2

�
2� 3� + �2

�
mI +

�
4� 4� + �2

�
I2 by maximis-

ing (15) over � and (16) over n.21 It is easy to see that funneling is increasing

over entry n, i.e. @�PC
@nPC

> 0. In appendix D we show that @�PC
@� > 0, @nPC@� > 0.

Note that @OPC

@� � 0 while @OPC

@� = 0.

20 It is easy to show that the politician passes control of banks to a lobby group containing
future entrepreneurs, as they have most to lose in case of a bank default. This makes the
bank owners�income �PC = nPC�e (nPC)
21Moreover, the exact parametrisation of legal costs is irrelevant in the maximisation prob-

lem.
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Entry nPC increases in accountability �. The private bank owners collec-

tively set funneling at �PC . Funneling �PC rises in nPC , because total �rm

income nPC (m� nPC) falls over �, implying that the bank owners� losses at
bank default also fall over �. As the potential gains from funneling stay the

same, �PC increases over �. Thus, the bank sector is more fragile the higher �.

Anticipating that �PC increases in nPC , the politician chooses an nPC < nS to

reduce private bank owners�incentive to raise �PC .

5.3 State, captured and widely-held banks

In this section we compare the politician�s utility, entry and funneling form = 1
2 ,

� = 2
3 and I =

1
3 . Under any governance structure entry n is increasing in � and

utility Op is decreasing in public accountability �. Funneling � is nonincreasing

in � under S, increasing in � under PC and zero under PW .

In �gures 2a till 4b the dashed black line refers to state banks S, the solid

grey line to private captured banks PC and the solid black line to private

widely-held banks PW . As before, bold lines are part of the equilibrium.

5.3.1 Politician�s utility from opportunistic behaviour
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Figure 2a: Politician�s utility for � = 2
3 , m = 1

2 and I =
1
3
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5.3.2 Funneling
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Figure 2b: Funneling for � = 2
3 , m = 1

2 and I =
1
3

5.3.3 Entry
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Figure 2c: Entry for � = 2
3 , m = 1

2 and I =
1
3
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5.3.4 Intuition and main predictions

For public accountability � close to zero, the politician cares for rents, which

are most e¤ectively extracted under S. However, when legality � is su¢ ciently

high, the politician shifts to PC to avoid legal risks. PC still allows for high

political rents, but forces the politician to delegate direct control over banks

to a lobby group. These private bank owners, who do not internalise all the

consequences of a bank default, funnel a large share of loans out of the banks.

As � rises further �PC increases even more, because entrepreneurs have less

and less to lose upon bank default (their pro�ts decrease in n, and thus in �).

The political costs of a continuously rising �PC �nally induce the politician to

choose PW , which guarantees �PW = 0 and results in higher entry nPW , but

generates lower political rents. This can be seen in �gures 2a and 2b, which

respectively depict the politician�s utility and the rates of funneling. Entry is

highest under PW and lowest under PC, as shown in �gure 2c. In contrast to a

shift to PW , a transition from S to PC actually narrows access to �nance and

thus reduces competition in the �nal market. The reason is that higher entry

leads to greater banking instability under PC. Anticipating this, the politician

prefers lower entry.

Given that � falls over � under S and rises over � under PC, a surge in bank

defaults is especially likely in countries where S persists for higher �, being those

countries with lower legality �. Comparing �gure 2b to �gure 3 illustrates this

prediction.
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Figure 3: Funneling for � = 1

2 , m = 1
2 and I =

1
3

Increasing initial investment I has two e¤ects, both inducing higher �nancial

fragility and making PC less likely. First of all it enables bank owners under S

and PC to gain more from funneling, leading to a rise in funneling �S and �PC

(and in entry levels nS and nPC). The rise in I results in higher default rates

under PC especially. To limit the chance of default, S is optimal for higher

public accountability � and PW is optimal for lower �. The di¤erence between

�gures 2b and 4a clari�es this �rst e¤ect. Secondly, because m = a� I, a larger
I directly reduces �rms�pro�tability. Therefore bank owners have less to lose

from bank default and therefore funnel more. This results in an even smaller

region of � where PC is chosen, as shown in �gure 4b.
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Figure 4a: Funneling for � = 2
3 , m = 1

2 and I =
2
5
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Figure 4b: Funneling for � = 2
3 , m = 13

30 and I =
2
5
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6 Empirical illustration

6.1 Testable implications of the model

In addition to the existing empirical evidence we now provide further support

for the implications of our model. Speci�cally we test the following:

(i) state bank ownership is predominant for low, concentrated private own-

ership for intermediate and di¤used private ownership for high levels of public

accountability.

(ii) legality is important when privatising state banks, but is irrelevant when

moving from concentrated private to di¤used private ownership of banks. More

speci�cally, state banks are more common when legality is low.

(iii) in order to facilitate funneling, the rules on disclosure of bank accounting

data should be more less stringent under private captured banking, i.e. when

accountability is intermediate.

(iv) depending on legality, banking crises are more likely when public ac-

countability is low or intermediate.

6.2 Data description

We in turn discuss the dependent, (endogenous) explanatory, instrumental and

control variables. Each vriable is described and its source of country-level data

is given.]

6.2.1 Dependent variables: bank ownership, disclosure and banking
crises

We obtain data on bank control and ownership from Caprio, Laeven and Levine

(2007) and La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes and Shleifer (2002). CLL (2006) trace

back the ultimate ownership and voting rights of the 10 largest bank in 44

countries at the end of 2001. A bank is classi�ed as widely held when no

legal entity controls more than ten percent of voting rights. Moreover they

distinguish �ve types of controlling shareholders: (1) the state, (2) families or

individuals, (3) widely held non-�nancial corporations, (4) widely held �nancial

institutions or (5) voting trusts, etc. We translate these categories into state
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banking S, private captured banking PC and private widely-held banking PW .

When a widely-held corporation or �nancial institution has a large stake in a

bank, voting rights could be exercised by shareholders or management. In the

�rst case we have to classify that bank as widely held, in the second as private

captured. We do both in di¤erent speci�cations. LLS (2002) calculate the share

of the ten largest banks in 92 countries owned by that country�s government in

1995 and 1970.

Following Andrianova, Demetriades and Shortland (2008) we use data from

Barth, Caprio and Levine (2005) to construct a measure of disclosure by sum-

ming (1) whether accrued but unpaid principal and interest of non-performing

loans is contained in the income statement (�no�=1, �yes�=0), (2) whether banks

have to publish consolidated balance sheets (�yes�=1, �no�=0) and (3) whether

risk management procedures are disclosed (�yes�=1, �no�=0). This disclosure in-

dex re�ects to what extend politicians are facilitating or obstructing funneling.

Laeven and Valencia (2008) provide a new database on banking crises con-

taining 119 banking crises from 1976 until 2007.

6.2.2 Explanatory variables: public accountability and legality

Public accountability is proxied by Polity2-scores from the Polity IV database

of Marshall, Jaggers and Gurr.22 Because changing bank regulation and bank

ownership structure takes time we compute a country�s �ve-year average Polity2-

score.

A country�s record on corruption levels is given by the �Public Sector Ethics

Index�in Kaufman (2004). The PSEI gives the percentage of �rms in the coun-

try that give satisfactory ratings to the questions on honesty of politicians,

government favoritism in procurement, diversion of public funds, trust in postal

o¢ ce and the average of bribe frequencies for permits, utilities and taxes.

6.2.3 Instruments: newspaper circulation, fractionalisation, judicial
independence, constitutional review and diplomatic parking
violations

Because Polity2-scores and the PSEI might be endogenous we use IV-regressions.
22See http://www.systemicpeace.org/polity/polity4.htm.
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We instrument Polity2 with newspaper circulation per 1000 citizens in 1984

(SOURCE? ~Perotti and Volpin, 2007) next to ethnic, language and religious

fractionalisation (Alesina, Devleeschauwer, Easterly, Kurlat andWacziarg, 2003).

The availability of newspapers is crucial for the dissemination of information

and to overcome collective action problems of the public. Fractionalisation af-

fects the democratic and political rights of the population. Therefore, both are

important for public accountability.

The PSEI has judicial independence, constitutional review (both La Porta,

Lopez-de-Silanes, Pop-Eleches and Shleifer, 2004) and parking violations (Fis-

man and Miguel, 2008) as instruments. LLPS (2004) contains data on the judi-

cial system of 71 countries. It provides information on the existence of caselaw,

the tenure of supreme and administrative court judges, the ease with which the

constitution can be altered by politicians and the existence of judicial review.23

Following LLPS (2004), judicial independence is the sum of the �rst three and

constitutional review the sum of the last two measures. Judicial independence

and constitutional review in�uence the independence and power of the judiciary

versus the executive and this a¤ect the judiciary�s ability to curtail corruption.

Finally, we obtain the average number of parking violations per UN-diplomat

from November 1997 till November 2002 from Fisman and Miguel (2008). Be-

fore November 2002, mission personnel and their families could avoid parking

tickets. Diplomats� parking violations give an idea of the countries� cultural

attitude towards breaking rules, knowing that one will get away with it.

23 In La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes Pop-Eleches and Shleifer we �nd that:
"(1) The tenure of supreme court judges and (2) administrative court judges takes three

possible values: 2 - if tenure is lifelong, 1 - if tenure is more than six years but not lifelong, 0
- if tenure is less than six years (collected by hand).
(3) Caselaw is a dummy taking value 1 if judicial decisions in a given country are a source

of law, 0 otherwise (collected by hand).
(4) Rigidity of constitution measures (on a scale from 1 to 4) how hard it is to change

the constitution in a given country. One point each is given if the approval of the majority
of the legislature, the chief of state and a referendum is necessary in order to change the
constitution. An additional point is given for each of the following: if a supermajority in
the legislature (more than 66% of votes) is needed, if both houses of the legislature have to
approve, if the legislature has to approve the amendment in two consecutive legislative terms
or if the approval of a majority of state legislature is required. Source: Maddex 1995.
(5) Judicial review takes three values: 2- if there is full review of constitutionality of laws, 1

- if there is limited review of constitutionality of, 0 - if there is no review of constitutionality
of laws. Source: Maddex 1995."
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6.2.4 Control variables: legal origin, lagged growth, in�ation and
capital bonanzas

In all regression we include a dummy for English legal origin. In the regressions

explaining crises we also control for lagged economic growth, in�ation from

the IFS-database and large capital in�ows to relatively small �nancial markets.

These so-called �bonanzas�tend to make the local currency and assets appreci-

ate. This encourages domestic credit expansion which ampli�es weaknesses in

the local banking sector. In turns, this leads to a banking crisis. Bonanzas are

identi�ed by Reinhart and Reinhart (2008) and we include a dummy variable

indicating whether or not a given country is experiencing a bonanza in a certain

year.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Bank ownership and control

Table 3: Bank ownership data: descriptive statistics
The variable �pav�refers to the average Polity2 score of a country over the last �ve years,

while �psei� gives the percentage of �rms in the country that give satisfactory ratings to
the questions on honesty of politicians, government favoritism in procurement, diversion of
public funds, trust in postalo¢ ce and the average of bribe frequencies for permits, utilities and
taxes. The variables from CLL (2007) refer to the fraction of votes in the ten largest banks in a
country controlled by di¤erent entities at the end of 2001. The variable �state�refers to control
by the state, �fam�to control by a family or individual, �corp�to control by a corporation, ��n�
to control by a �nancial institution and �wid�to widely held or di¤used control. LLS (2002)
contains �GB95� and �GB70�, which denote the share of government ownership in the ten
largest banks in a country in respectively 1995 and 1970. �news�is the newspaper readership
per country in 1984. �ethfrac�, �lanfrac� and �relfrac� are respectively ethnic, language and
religious fractionalisation (greater fractionalisation has a higher number). �jud_ind�provides
information on the existence of caselaw, the tenure of supreme and administrative court judges,
while �const_rev� gives the rigidity of the constitution and the existence of judicial review.
�park�is the average number of parking violations per UN-diplomat from November 1997 till
November 2002. For the legal variables we only include 40 observations, because of missing
values in �park�, �jud_ind�and �const_rev�.
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Part A: CLL (2007)
variable observ. incl. mean st. dev. minimum maximum
pav 43 6.93 4.53 -6 10
psei 40 51.7 25.7 7.6 93.8
state 43 0.13 0.24 0 1
fam 43 0.38 0.36 0 1
wid 43 0.25 0.33 0 1
�n 43 0.07 0.12 0 0.5
corp 43 0.02 0.07 0 0.33
news 43 184 161 12 562
ethfrac 43 0.34 0.37 0.00 0.86
lanfrac 43 0.11 0.08 0.00 0.89
relfrac 43 0.43 0.24 0.00 0.86
jud_ind 40 4.28 1.01 2 5
const_rev 40 3.93 1.12 1 6
park 40 12.4 25.5 0 139.6

Part B: LLS (2002)
variable observ. incl. mean st. dev. minimum maximum
pav95 76 3.76 7.12 -10 10
pav70 77 1.44 7.60 -10 10
psei 50 47.3 27.1 7.6 93.8
GB95 76 0.41 0.31 0 1
GB70 77 0.38 0.36 0 1
news 77 152 147 7.4 562
ethfrac 77 0.37 0.24 0.00 0.86
lanfrac 77 0.31 0.26 0.00 0.90
relfrac 77 0.40 0.25 0.00 0.86
jud_ind 50 4.00 1.40 0 5
const_rev 50 3.90 1.18 1 6
park 50 12.7 24.2 0 139.6

Although there are more observations for high accountability countries, the

minimum and maximum values in the descriptive statistics reveal that the cover-

age of the data is good. This is especially important with respect to the political

and legal variable. In addition to state ownership of banks, CLL (2007) contains

more speci�c information on private bank ownership. Note that for the legal

variables only 40 observations are included, because of missing values in �park�,

�jud_ind�and �const_rev�.

Figures 5a, 5b and 5c show the distribution of the di¤erent types of bank

control in the dataset of CLL (2006). The �ve-year average Polity2-scores have
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been aggregated per three into seven categories (from -3 to 3).24 Consistent

with testable implication (1), the �gures show predominance of state control for

low, concentrated private control for intermediate and di¤used private control

for high levels of public accountability.
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In table 4 we give an overview of the in�uence of state banks for low or high

public accountability and legality.

Table 4: Bank ownership and control as a function of legal and political
institutions

The variables from CLL (2007) refer to the fraction of votes in the ten largest banks in a
country controlled by di¤erent entities at the end of 2001. �state�refers to control by the state
and �wid�to widely held or di¤used control. �GB95�and �GB70�denote the share of government
ownership in the ten largest banks in a country in respectively 1995 and 1970 from LLS (2002).
The endogenous variable �pav� refers to the average Polity2 score of a country over the last
�ve years. �psei�gives the percentage of �rms in the country that give satisfactory ratings to
the questions on honesty of politicians, government favoritism in procurement, diversion of
public funds, trust in postalo¢ ce and the average of bribe frequencies for permits, utilities
and taxes.

24The Polity2-score runs from -10 to 10. However, in the CLL (2006) dataset, there is no
country with a Polity2-score below -7, such that the lowest category (-3) is empty.
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Part A: State banks
Acc:� !
Leg:� #

High
(�pav�>0)

Low
(�pav��0)

High
(�psei�>5)

a) 4.1%
b) 19.8%
c) 31.8%

a) 14.8%
b) 25.3%
c) 41.9%

Low
(�psei��5)

a) 22.8%
b) 48.1%
c) 73.3%

a) 25.0%
b) 57.6%
c) 72.0%

a) �state�from CLL (2007), b) GB95 from LLS (2002) and c) GB70 from LLS (2002)

Part B: Widely-held banks
Acc:� !
Leg:� #

High
(�pav�>0)

Low
(�pav��0)

High
(�psei�>5)

40.0% 0.0%

Low
(�psei��5) 14.3% 6.3%

�wid�from CLL (2007) is used above

State ownership and control of banks is lower when legality � and public

accountability � are high, with legality having the greatest e¤ect on the existence

of state banks. Widely-held banks on the other hand are more likely under high

accountability �, while legality does not seem to have a clear e¤ect.

To investigate the patterns in �gures 5a, 5b, 5c and table 4 we estimate:

Ci = �+ �1 � pavi + �2 � lo_eng
�
+�3 � pav2i

�
(17)

where Ci is state, private concentrated or private di¤used control in country

i, pavi is the average Polity2 over the last �ve years (from -10 to 10) and lo_eng

is the English legal origin dummy. Because pavi runs from -10 to 10, its square

pav2i is U-shaped and runs from 100 to 0 and back to 100. This allows us to

di¤erentiate both positive and negative extremes from the intermediate Polity2-

scores and is able to identify concentrated private control.

We instrument pavi with newspaper circulation newsi, ethnic fractionali-

sation ethfraci, language fractionalisation lanfraci and religious fractionalisa-

tion relfraci. We construct squared terms newssqi, ethfracsqi, lanfracsqi and

relfracsqi as instruments for pav2i .
25 Only the second stage of IV-regressions

is reported.

25The maximum for newsi is 562 for Japan such that newssqi =
�
newsi � 562

2

�2
.
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Table 5: Bank ownership and control as a function of political institutions
The dependent variables from CLL (2007) refer to the fraction of votes in the ten largest

banks in a country controlled by di¤erent entities at the end of 2001. The variable �state�
refers to control by the state, �fam�to control by a family or individual, �corp�to control by
a corporation, ��n� to control by a �nancial institution and �wid� to widely held or di¤used
control. �GB95� and �GB70� denote the share of government ownership in the ten largest
banks in a country in respectively 1995 and 1970. The endogenous variable �pav� refers to
the average Polity2 score of a country over the last �ve years. Standard errors are shown in
parentheses. * Signi�cant at 10 percent. ** Signi�cant at 5 percent. *** Signi�cant at 1
percent.

Part A
Dep. Variable state GB95 GB70
Dataset CLL (2007) LLS (2002) LLS (2002)
Type IV IV IV
Speci�cation (1) (3) (4)

constant
0.350***
(0.138)

0.557**
(0.049)

0.667***
(0.044)

pav
-0.031*
(0.017)

-0.025***
(0.008)

-0.023***
(0.008)

lo_eng
-0.011
(0.084)

-0.193***
(0.070)

-0.024
(0.091)

Observations 43 76 77
Sargan P-value 0.2522 0.2898 0.8055

Part B

Dep. Variable fam
fam+
corp+
�n

wid
wid+
corp+
�n

Dataset CLL (2007) CLL (2007) CLL (2007) CLL (2007)
Type IV IV IV IV
Speci�cation (5) (6) (7) (8)

constant
0.819***
(0.174)

0.876***
(0.155)

-0.249
(0.176)

-0.175
(0.200)

pav
0.084
(0.071)

0.102
(0.067)

0.060***
(0.022)

0.064***
(0.025)

pav^2
-0.015**
(0.007)

-0.016**
(0.007)

lo_eng
-0.045
(0.123)

-0.103
(0.112)

0.261**
(0.108)

0.202*
(0.123)

Observations 43 43 43 43
Sargan P-Value 0.5985 0.7787 0.0949* 0.1420

Fractionalisation lies between zero and one, such that xfracsqi =
�
xfrac� 1

2

�2
for x =

eth; lan; frac.
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Part C
Dep. Variable wid
Dataset CLL (2007)
Type IV
Speci�cation (9)

constant
-0.306
(0.186)

pav
0.067***
(0.023)

lo_eng
0.275**
(0.113)

Observations 43
Sargan P-value 0.7235
Dropped instrument lanfrac

The regressions in Table 5 con�rm the �rst implication from the model and

the �ndings in �gures 5a, 5b and 5c:

(i) state control is negatively related with public accountability (�1 is nega-

tive in speci�cations 1, 3 and 4).

(ii) private captured control is common for intermediate accountability (�3

is negative in speci�cations 5 and 6).

(iii) private di¤use control is likely when accountability is high (�1 is positive

in speci�cations 7 and 8).

We used a Sargan-test for overidenti�cation of instruments. Because the

Sargan-statistic is above the critical threshold for regression (7), we drop �lan-

frac�as instrument and run the IV-regression again in part C.

Now we investigate the role of legality:

Ci =  + �1 � pseii + �2 � lo_eng (18)

where pseii is the public sector ethics index. We instrument pseii with judi-

cial independence judindi, constitutional review conrevi and parking violations

parki.
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Table 6: Bank ownership and control as a function of legal institutions
The dependent variables from CLL (2007) refer to the fraction of votes in the ten largest

banks in a country controlled by di¤erent entities at the end of 2001. The variable �state�
refers to control by the state, �fam�to control by a family or individual, �corp�to control by
a corporation, ��n� to control by a �nancial institution and �wid� to widely held or di¤used
control. �GB95�and �GB70�denote the share of government ownership in the ten largest banks
in a country in respectively 1995 and 1970. The endogenous variable �psei�gives the percentage
of �rms in the country that give satisfactory ratings to the questions on honesty of politicians,
government favoritism in procurement, diversion of public funds, trust in postalo¢ ce and the
average of bribe frequencies for permits, utilities and taxes. Standard errors are shown in
parentheses. * Signi�cant at 10 percent. ** Signi�cant at 5 percent. *** Signi�cant at 1
percent.

Part A
Dep. Variable state GB95 GB70
Dataset CLL (2007) LLS (2002) LLS (2002)
Type IV IV IV
Speci�cation (1) (3) (4)

constant
0.460**
(0.202)

0.756***
(0.132)

0.840***
(0.134)

psei
-0.068*
(0.038)

-0.080***
(0.027)

-0.051*
(0.027)

lo_eng
0.043
(0.088)

-0.084
(0.077)

-0.236***
(0.079)

Observations 40 50 50
Sargan P-Value 0.3065 0.1473 0.6416

Part B

Dep. Variable fam
fam+
corp+
�n

wid
wid+
corp+
�n

Dataset CLL (2007) CLL (2007) CLL (2007) CLL (2007)
Type IV IV IV IV
Speci�cation (5) (6) (7) (8)

constant
0.492*
(0.268)

0.615**
(0.253)

0.002
(0.233)

0.126
(0.275)

psei
-0.017
(0.049)

-0.019
(0.047)

0.037
(0.043)

0.035
(0.051)

lo_eng
-0.005
(0.117)

-0.075
(0.111)

0.115
(0.102)

0.035
(0.120)

Observations 40 40 40 40
Sargan P-Value 0.6165 0.6810 0.0323** 0.0179**
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Part C

Dep. Variable wid
wid+
corp+
�n

Dataset CLL (2007) CLL (2007)
Type IV IV
Speci�cation (11) (12)

constant
0.723
(0.560)

1.069
(0.708)

psei
-0.099
(0.105)

-0.144
(0.133)

lo_eng
0.143
(0.150)

0.062
(0.190)

Observations 40 40
Sargan P-Value 0.5192 0.6459
Dropped instrument park park

In Table 6 we con�rm the second model implication. Legality matters only

for state ownership of banks and higher legality leads to lower state ownership of

banks (�1 is negative in speci�cations 1 to 4, but insigni�cant in speci�cations 5

to 8). As for ownership, the Sargan-statistic is high for the regressions on widely-

held banks. Therefore we drop �park�as instrument in table 5.C. The e¤ect of

legal institutions on the existence of widely-held banks remains insigni�cant.

As a further check of the relative importance of public accountability and

legality, we run OLS regressions26 including both:

Ci = �+ �1 � pavi + �2 � pseii + �3 � lo_eng
�
+�4 � pav2i

�
(19)

Table 7: Bank ownership and control as a function of all institutions
The dependent variables from CLL (2007) refer to the fraction of votes in the ten largest

banks in a country controlled by di¤erent entities at the end of 2001. The variable �state�
refers to control by the state, �fam�to control by a family or individual, �corp�to control by
a corporation, ��n� to control by a �nancial institution and �wid� to widely held or di¤used
control. The independent variables �pav� and �psei� refer to the average Polity2 score of a
country over the last �ve years and the percentage of �rms in the country that give satisfactory
ratings to the questions on honesty of politicians, government favoritism in procurement,
diversion of public funds, trust in postalo¢ ce and the average of bribe frequencies for permits,
utilities and taxes. Standard errors are shown in parentheses. * Signi�cant at 10 percent. **
Signi�cant at 5 percent. *** Signi�cant at 1 percent.

26Because of the small sample size, we are unable to use IV-regressions including both pavi
and pseii.
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Part A
Dep. Variable state GB95 GB70
Dataset CLL (2007) LLS (2002) LLS (2002)
Type OLS OLS OLS
Speci�cation (1) (3) (4)

constant
0.273***
(0.163)

0.666***
(0.068)

0.943***
(0.067)

pav
-0.009
(0.009)

-0.008
(0.005)

0.002
(0.005)

psei
-0.016
(0.016)

-0.044***
(0.013)

-0.064***
(0.014)

lo_eng
0.025
(0.078)

-0.128*
(0.069)

-0.309***
(0.074)

Observations 43 74 74
R-Squared 0.0879 0.2329 0.3845

Part B

Dep. Variable fam
fam+
corp+
�n

wid
wid+
corp+
�n

Dataset CLL (2007) CLL (2007) CLL (2007) CLL (2007)
Type OLS OLS OLS OLS
Speci�cation (5) (6) (7) (8)

constant
0.730***
(0.133)

0.826***
(0.122)

-0.096
(0.119)

-0.007
(0.138)

pav
0.041*
(0.024)

0.052**
(0.071)

0.027**
(0.011)

0.032**
(0.013)

pav^2
-0.009***
(0.00)

-0.010***
(0.003)

psei
-0.000
(0.002)

-0.000
(0.002)

-0.002
(0.002)

-0.001
(0.002)

lo_eng
-0.065
(0.107)

-0.123
(0.098)

0.204**
(0.097)

0.145
(0.113)

Observations 43 43 43 43
R-Squared 0.2484 0.3068 0.2388 0.1974

The results in Table 7 corroborate with the �ndings of Table 2: legality is

crucial in explaining the existence of state banks, while public accountability

is more important for concentrated and di¤used private banks. English legal

origin, if any, has a negative e¤ect on state ownership and a positive e¤ect on

di¤used private ownership.

To illustrate the magnitude of the just-described e¤ects, we give two exam-

ples using Table 7. We compare Nigeria with low pavi and pseii to New Zealand
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with high pavi and pseii, and Mexico with intermediate pavi and low pseii to the

Netherlands with high pavi and pseii.27 State ownership is highest in Nigeria

and Mexico (low pseii), concentrated private ownership in Mexico (intermediate

pavi) and private di¤used ownership in New Zealand and the Netherlands (high

pavi, and a substantial pseii;t subtantial e¤ect of lo_engi).

Table 8: Comparing countries, examples
�GB95�and �GB70�denote the share of government ownership in the ten largest banks in

a country in respectively 1995 and 1970. The variable �fam�refers to control by a family or
individual and �wid�to widely held or di¤used control.

Nigeria New Zealand Mexico Netherlands
GB95 47% 14% 56% 30%
GB70 53% 6% 79% 40%
fam 37% 24% 65% 24%
wid 18% 47% 16% 27%
lo_eng yes yes no no

6.3.2 Disclosure

Table 9: Descriptive statistics
The variable �pav�refers to the average Polity2 score of a country over the last �ve years,

while �psei�gives the percentage of �rms in the country that give satisfactory ratings to the
questions on honesty of politicians, government favoritism in procurement, diversion of pub-
lic funds, trust in postalo¢ ce and the average of bribe frequencies for permits, utilities and
taxes. �discl�is the sum of the following variables from the data in BCL (2005): (1) whether
accrued but unpaid principal and interest of non-performing loans is contained in the income
statement (�no�=1, �yes�=0), (2) whether banks have to publish consolidated balance sheets
(�yes�=1, �no�=0) and (3) whether risk management procedures are disclosed (�yes�=1, �no�=0).
�news� is the newspaper readership per country in 1984. �ethfrac�, �lanfrac� and �relfrac� are
respectively ethnic, language and religious fractionalisation (greater fractionalisation has a
higher number). �jud_ind� provides information on the existence of caselaw, the tenure of
supreme and administrative court judges, while �const_rev�gives the rigidity of the constitu-
tion and the existence of judicial review. �park� is the average number of parking violations
per UN-diplomat from November 1997 till November 2002. For the legal variables we only
include 40 observations, because of missing values in �park�, �jud_ind�and �const_rev�.

variable observ. incl. mean st. dev. minimum maximum
pav 65 5.83 5.73 -10 10
discl 65 1.92 0.74 0 3
news 65 152 139 8.5 562
ethfrac 65 0.38 0.22 0.01 0.86
lanfrac 65 0.31 0.25 0.02 0.89
relfrac 65 0.46 0.25 0.00 0.86

As for the bank ownership data, the coverage of the data on disclosure is

good. It includes countries for low and high accountability.
27As datasets di¤er percentages in Table 4 need not sum to 100%.
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The model predicts funneling to be decreasing in accountability when banks

are state-owned and increasing in accountability when concentrated privately

owned. To accomodate funneling, disclosure requirements should be weakest

for intermediate accountability. As mentioned in the data description we use

Barth, Caprio and Levine (2005) to construct the measure of disclosure discli

in country i. Then we estimate:

discli;t = �1 + �2 � pav2i;t + �3 � lo_engi (20)

We instrument pav2i with newssqi, ethfracsqi, lanfracsqi and relfracsqi.

Table 10: Disclosure requirements as a function of political institutions
The dependent variable discl�is the sum of the following variables from the data in BCL

(2005): (1) whether accrued but unpaid principal and interest of non-performing loans is
contained in the income statement (�no�=1, �yes�=0), (2) whether banks have to publish con-
solidated balance sheets (�yes�=1, �no�=0) and (3) whether risk management procedures are
disclosed (�yes�=1, �no�=0). The (endogenous) variables �pav� and psei refer to the average
Polity2 score of a country over the last �ve years and the percentage of �rms in the country that
give satisfactory ratings to the questions on honesty of politicians, government favoritism in
procurement, diversion of public funds, trust in postalo¢ ce and the average of bribe frequen-
cies for permits, utilities and taxes. Standard errors are shown in parentheses. * Signi�cant
at 10 percent. ** Signi�cant at 5 percent. *** Signi�cant at 1 percent.

Dep. Variable discl discl
Type OLS IV
Speci�cation (1) (2)

constant
1.428***
(0.153)

1.149***
(0.380)

pav
-0.001
(0.014)

pav^2
-0.006**
(0.002)

0.009**
(0.004)

lo_eng
-0.319**
(0.153)

0.391*
(0.218)

Observations 71 65
Sargan P-Value 0.8625

Table 10 shows that disclosure requirements are low when accountability is

intermediate. Politicians set these requirements, allow banks to become opaque,

facilitating funneling of funds by bank owners.

6.4 The incidence of crises

To assess under what political conditions banking crises are likely to occur, we

create a panel consisting of 170 countries over the 1976-2006 period (or for the
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period a country existed). We use this panel to construct �gure 6 and estimate

the following probit regression:

��1 (crisisi;t) = '1 + �1 � pavi;t + �2 � pav2i;t + �3 � lo_engi (21)

(+�4 � grwthi;t�1 + �5 � ifli;t�1 + �6 � boni;t�1)

where crisisi;t is a dummy variable being one if a banking crisis started in

country i at time t (based on Laeven and Valencia, 2008). To control for the

economic situation a country (" in the model), we add the lagged growth in

GDP per capita grwthi;t�1 and in�ation if li;t�1 in addition to the dummy for

a bonanza in the previous year boni;t�1. As in (20), we instrument pavi and

pav2i with ethfraci, lanfraci, relfraci, ethfracsqi, lanfracsqi and relfracsqi.
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Graph 6: Crises

Graph 6 indicates that over the sample period 1976-2006, crises were more

likely to occur in countries with intermediate accountability. In table 11 we test

this assessment using regression (21).

Table 11: The incidence of banking crises and political institutions
The endogenous variable pav,t refers to the average Polity2 score of a country over the

last �ve years. The independent variables grwth,t-1 and in�,t-1 refer to the economic growth
per capita and the in�ation in percentage points while bon,t-1 is a dummy that equals one
if there was a bonanza in the previous year. Standard errors are shown in parentheses. *
Signi�cant at 10 percent. ** Signi�cant at 5 percent. *** Signi�cant at 1 percent.
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Dep. Variable crisis crisis
Type IVprobit IVprobit
Speci�cation (1) (2)

constant
-1.063***
(0.359)

-1.031**
(0.516)

pav,t
-0.036
(0.024)

0.044
(0.037)

pav^2,t
-0.014***
(0.004)

-0.014**
(0.006)

lo_eng
-0.238**
(0.095)

-0.226**
(0.097)

grwth,t-1
-0.021***
(0.007)

in�,t-1
0.000
(0.000)

bon,t-1
0.348***
(0.129)

Observations 4316 3919

Table 11 indicates that crises are more likely for intermediate levels of ac-

countability (�2 is negative). This corresponds to the area in which private

captured banks are most common. We chose not include information on bank

ownership directly as we only has this information for a limited number of coun-

tries at a given point in time. In addition, Table 6 shows that bonanzas have

a positive, while economic growth and English legal origin a negative e¤ect on

the emergence of crises in the upcoming year.

We have shown that state control and ownership of banks persist when public

accountability is low and concentrated private control does when accountability

is intermediate. Moreover, low legality results in more state banks. The required

level of disclosure by banks is lowest when accountability is intermediate, when

banking crises are also most likely to occur.

7 Conclusion

This paper investigates a politician�s choice for state, captured private or com-

petitive private ownership of banks, anticipating how this choice in�uences ac-

tivities by special interests seeking exclusive access to �nance. In state banks,
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politicians are bribed to alter loan decisions, while politicians are lobbied to

indirectly change the allocation of �nance of private banks. In captured banks

owners can directly channel funds to any citizen and negotiate the repayment

of the loan. We show that these di¤erences can substantially a¤ect the forma-

tion of interest groups, the allocation of �nance, competition on the �nal goods

market and the incidence of banking crises.

Abuse of political power is constrained by the ability of citizens to question

and challenge political action, i.e. public accountability. Under state owner-

ship of banks, politicians are bribed such that the abuse is also constrained by

legality. We predict that state ownership of banks is more likely in countries

with lower public accountability and legality. The risk of legal enforcement

is essential to induce politicians to privatise banks. At intermediate levels of

public accountability, private banks are allowed to be captured, such that sub-

stantial rents can be extracted. As public accountability rises further, excessive

funneling and subsequent bank default induce politicians to regulate banks to

constrain opportunism.

The approach suggests some novel empirical implications. Firstly, state

banks are dominant for low, private captured banks for intermediate and private

widely-held banks for high public accountability. Secondly, it is in the politi-

cian�s interest to tolerate funneling in private captured banks and rule it out

in private widely-held banks. Thirdly, a transition to private captured banks

narrows rather than broadens access to �nance and can increase the incidence

of banking crises, especially when legality is low. A shift to private widely-

held banks however is bene�cial for social welfare; it broadens access to �nance

and eliminates bank default. Finally, when initial investments are higher, cap-

tured private ownership induces higher bank default. To reduce these defaults,

captured private banks are replaced by state banks for a range of lower pub-

lic accountability levels and by private widely-held banks for a range of higher

levels. In all, higher initial investments make captured private ownership less

likely. We have reviewed existing and presented some new support for these

predictions.

A novel political economy result is that direct control over the allocation

of �nance (by either politicians or bank owners) allows for greater extraction
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of political rents than being lobbied to set weak investor protection rules. The

reason is that �nancial rules regulating access create a free riding advantage

for richer lobbies, reducing competition among interest groups relative to the

case of direct political control. This broad proposition is in principle testable,

although precise empirical measurement of political rents is objectively di¢ cult.

The model may be completed and extended in various directions. A question

we do not address directly is what the impact of political and legal institutions

is on the stock of funding available. Since North and Weingast (1989) and

LLSV (1998), we know that �nancial market development depends on minimum

political and legal guarantees for investors.

An important conclusion of the model is that bank privatisation may re�ect

a risky political choice, as it is likely to take place under condition of limited

accountability. The results suggest that the political incentives in such cases

are likely to produce poor regulation and may lead to greater instability due

to related and corrupt lending. In particular, adequate capitalisation may be a

necessary demand to avoid opportunistic related lending, as in Mexico prior to

the 1994 or in Russia prior to 1998.
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Appendices
A. Equilibrium under state ownership of banks
(i) Maximising the politician�s utility

Maximising Up from (4) given (7) over n and q yields:

max
n;q

Up s.t. �e � 0 (22)

resulting in

n� =
m

2� � (23)

with @nS
@� = m

(2��)2 > 0.

(ii) lobbyists maximise the politician�s utility to have a positive chance of

winning, subject to �j � 0
Because m < 1

2 : 9Qj ; Qh 2 Q : Qj \ Qh = 0. For these disjoint groups j

and h it holds that if nS = nj ! �e2Qh
= 0. As a result, lobbyist h is willing

to spend any potential pro�ts on bribes to convince the politician. The reverse

holds for lobbyist j if nS = Qh. Thus, any group k = j; h tries to outbid the

other by maximising (4) subject to (7).

(iv) the utility from opportunism OS is nonnegative.

The political rents from opportunism are

OS = (1� ��) (�s (n) + (1� �) r (n)) (24)

=

8><>:
�
(1���)
(2��) � �

�
1
2m

2 if � � ��

0 if � � ��
� 0

with �� = 1 + 1
2

�
��

p
� (�+ 4)

�
. Taking derivatives yields @OS

@� < 0 for

� � ��, @OS

@� = 0 for � � �� and @OS

@� < 0.

B. Equilibrium under private ownership of banks
(i) the counterlobby is the biggest threat for the rich lobby

For the politician, Up (n2) > Up (m) if

�s (n2) + (1� �) r2 � �s (m) (25)

, 1 +
(1� �)4 (2� �)

� (1 + 2 (1� �) (2� �))2
� 1 for all � 2 [0; 1]

The counterlobby thus makes an o¤er superior to the social optimum.
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The politician�s utility from o¤er (nj ; rj) with rj = nj (m� nj) is

Up (nj) = �s (nj) + (1� �)nj (m� nj) (26)

Taking a derivative yields @Up(nj)
@nj

= m � (2� �)nj � 0 , nj � m
2�� . This

condition is satis�ed for nj � n1 � m
2�� . Therefore, Up (n2) � Up (nj)8j > 2,

i.e. lobbyists j > 2 never win.

(ii) the rich lobby prefers to outbid the counterlobby instead of free-riding on

its o¤er

We show that if the counterlobby would allow free-riding by the rich lobby,

the rich lobby�s pro�ts are lower than by outbidding the counterlobby. Although

the counterlobby is not even always willing to let the rich lobby free-ride, this

situation represents the best situation the rich lobby could ever achieve by free-

riding.

We will start with the third lobby, then treat the counterlobby and �nally

reach the rich lobby.

The poor lobby has zero pro�ts it not outbidding the counterlobby and is

thus willing to spend all potential pro�ts on lobbying. It maximises the threat

to the counterlobby:

maximise

max
n3

r (n2) = (n3 � n2) (m� n3) +
�

1� � (s (n3)� s (n2)) (27)

yielding n3 =
m+(1��)n2

2�� .

Then, the counterlobby is formed by

max
n2

(n2 � n1) (m� n2)� r (n2jn3) (28)

resulting in n2 =
3(1��+�2)m+(1��)(2��)n1

1+2(1��)(2��) .

The rich lobby�s size is determined to maximise its income

max
n1

n1 (m� n2) (29)

which gives n1 = 1
2m ) n2 =

1
2
2+3(1��)(2��)
1+2(1��)(2��)m ^n3 = 1

2
2+(1��)(7�3�)
1+2(1��)(2��)m such

that n1 < n2 � n3 � m.

When the counterlobby is willing to let the rich lobby free-ride, the rich

lobby has pro�ts of n1 (m� n2) = 1
4

(1��)(2��)
1+2(1��)(2��)m

2.
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This is smaller than the pro�ts of the rich lobby by optimally outbidding

the counterlobby, which are 1
2

(1��)(2��)
1+2(2��)(1��)m

2, thus twice as high.

(iii) the individual rationality constraint of the members of both lobbies are

satis�ed

From point (ii) and knowing that [�e 62Q1
jnP = n1] = 0 we conclude that

�e (nP = n1) � 0.

(iv) the utility from opportunism OP is nonnegative, conform (9).

The utility from opportunism is

OP = �s (nP ) + (1� �) rP � �s (m) (30)

=
m2

2

(1� �)4 (2� �)
[1 + 2 (1� �) (2� �)]2

Taking a derivative yields @OP

@� = � (1��)3(21�27�+12�2�2�3)
[1+2(1��)(2��)]3 < 0.

C. Competition and funneling
(i) Banking competition with funneling

The bank owners under private di¤used banking PW are di¤erent from the

politician and lobby group. Every bank owner k 2 K does not care about

social welfare or �rm pro�ts and maximises his income from �selling� loans to

entrepreneurs:

�b = (1� �) (pk + �k�I)nk (31)

where pk is the price of a loan and nk is the number of loans sold by banker k,

with the level of entry being n =
KX
k=1

nk. The share of funneled funds appropri-

ated by the banker is �k. Note that we could add a legal term (1� ��) without
altering the maximisation problem.

There is Bertrand competition because the banks�output (number of loans)

is fully �exible. Bank owners can fully appropriate the market by undercutting

their rival(s) such that pk = 0 and n = m. In the same way, �k = 0 and � = 1.

So, under PW there is full lending and no repayment, which is clearly subop-

timal for the politician. The intuition is that the competing banks undercut

eachother in the price of a loan and the rate of repayment until both reach zero.

(ii) Captured banking without funneling
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Now, the banker is bound by investor protection �, but has the possibility to

lend to fewer citizens, such that n < �m. The banker again maximises income

from �selling�loans, now as a monopolist. Therefore he can appropriate all �rm

pro�ts. As a result, he maximimes

�b = n (m� n) s.t. n � �m (32)

The solution of this maximisation problem is simple: entry is n = 1
2m which

is smaller than (or equal to) �m.

This is clearly suboptimal for the politician, because it yields utility of

Up (n) = �
1

2
n2 + (1� �)n (m� n) (33)

= �
1

2

�
1

2
m

�2
+ (1� �)

�
1

2
m

��
m�

�
1

2
m

��
=

1

8
m2 (2� �)

which satis�es Up (n) � Up (m) = 1
2�m

2 and can numerically be shown to never

be optimal (S, PC or PW generates higher utility for the politician). The

programme is available upon request.

D. Equilibrium including funneling
(i) state ownership of banks

We maximise (14) with respect to n and � subject to n � 0 and � � 0:

Up (�; n) = (1� �) (1� ��) [�s (n) + (1� �) [r (n) + �nI]]

= (1� �) (1� ��)
�

�
�
1
2n

2 + n (m� n)
�

+(1� �) [n (m� n) + �nI]

�
(34)

such that @Up
@n = (1� ��) (1� �) (m� 2n+ n� + �I � ��I) = 0 and @Up

@� =
1
2n (1� ��) (�2m+ 2n+ 2I � n� � 2�I � 4�I + 4��I) = 0. Solving for n and
� yields �S = max

n
2(1��)I�m
3(1��)I ; 0

o
and nS = 2

3
m+(1��)I

2�� .

(ii) private ownership of banks

Now the bank owner decides upon �, and the politician upon n. We maximise

(15) over �. Finally, we need to maximise (16) over n given �:

E (�e) = (1� �) (1� �) [(m� n) + �I] (35)
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Taking the �rst order condition results in:

@�e
@�

= (1� �) (n�m+ I � 2:0�I) = 0

, �PC =
1

2I
(n�m+ I) (36)

We plug (13) in (16):

Up (�; n) = (1� �) [�s (n) + (1� �) r (n)]

= (1� �)
�
�

�
1

2
n2 + n (m� n)

�
+ (1� �)n (m� n)

�
=

�
1� 1

2I
(n�m+ I)

�
�
�

�
1

2
n2 + n (m� n)

�
+ (1� �)n (m� n)

�
(37)

This gives us

@Up
@n

=
1

4I

�
2mI � 4nI � 3n2� � 8mn+ 2m2 + 6n2 + 2mn� + 2n�I

�
= 0

, nPC =
1

3 (2� �) [(4� �)m+ (2� �) I � �] (38)

with � =
q�
4� 2� + �2

�
m2 + 2

�
2� 3� + �2

�
mI +

�
4� 4� + �2

�
I2.

Finally, plugging this into (36) yields

�PC =
1

6 (2� �) I [4 (2� �) I � 2 (1� �)m� �] (39)
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